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Abstract
Background: The aptitude to infer the shape of 3-D structures, such as internal organs from 2-D
monitor displays, in image guided endoscopic and laparoscopic procedures varies. We sought both to
validate a computer-generated task Pictorial Surface Orientation (PicSOr), which assesses this
aptitude, and to identify norm referenced scores.
Methods: 400 subjects (339 surgeons and 61 controls) completed the PicSOr test. 50 subjects
completed it again one year afterwards.
Results: Complete data was available on 396 of 400 subjects (99 %). PicSOr demonstrated high test
and re-test reliability (r = 0.807, p < 0.000). Surgeons performed better than controls’ (surgeons =
0.874 V controls = 0.747, p < 0.000). Some surgeons (n = 22 ~ 5.5%) performed atypically on the
test.
Conclusions: PicSOr has population distribution scores that are negatively skewed. PicSOr
quantitatively characterises an aptitude strongly correlated to the learning and performance of image
guided medical tasks. Most can do the PicSOr task almost perfectly, but a substantial minority do so
atypically, and this is probably relevant to learning and performing endoscopic tasks.
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Introduction
Interventional and diagnostic medicine has experienced considerable advances in the use of image
guided procedures in areas such as arthroscopy, cystoscopy, endoscopy, gynaecology, otolaryngology,
laparoscopic surgery and surgical robotics.

As a result of these less invasive procedures, patients

experience less trauma, pain, reduced scarring and a faster recovery to normal activities of daily living
[1]

However, image guided procedures impose considerable ergonomic and human factor related

demands on the operator.[2] The operator must perform the procedure with instruments that fulcrum
against the body wall.

[3,4]

The fulcrum effect is defined as the perceived inversion of movements.

Consequentially, an internal movement to the right is displayed as a movement to the left on the
monitor.[3] The perceived inversion also affects horizontal and vertical movements. The operator must
also infer the shape of 3-D structures, such as the internal organs of patients, from 2-D displays on a
video monitor, an issue that has not been resolved with 3-D camera systems. [5] This problem is often
described as loss of binocularity, but it is simpler and more accurate to call it pictorial perception. Socalled primary cues, binocular disparity, convergence, and accommodation are present in abundance.
The difficulty is that primary cues and other cues related to lighting and texture present an image with
reduced depth cues. The operator has to reconstruct from the image on the monitor screen a 3-D
representation of the anatomical environment to perform the procedure effectively, efficiently, and
safely. These skills of selection and inference are the basis of pictorial perception. The ability to
reconstruct 3-D scenes from pictures varies with age,

[6]

and cultural background.

[7]

Such variability

could clearly contribute to differences in aptitude for pictorially guided diagnostic and interventional
medicine.
Pictorial Surface Orientation (PicSOr) was developed to address this issue of perceptual contributions.
[8,9]

Performance on PicSOr has been found to be reliably associated with learning and performing

laparoscopic, [8,10] endoscopic, [11-13] and otolaryngology tasks [14] by novices and procedure experts. [8,13]
The aims of the study reported here were to investigate the reliability of PicSOr as an instrument for
the evaluation of an operator’s ability to recover 3-D information from 2-D displays, and to report norms
and reference scores with which trainees and educators may wish to use for comparisons.
3

Methods
Subjects
Between 2001 and 2011, 400 subjects were recruited, 300 in Ireland and 100 in the USA. In the Irish
group 239 were surgeons in training (mean age = 30 years, SD = 1.6 years) and 61controls, who were
medical students or medical interns (first year medical resident) with no prior surgical experience, these
(mean age = 24.35 years, SD = 5.09). All of the American subjects were surgical residents (mean age
= 29.11 years, SD = 2.75 years).
Materials
PicSOr consists of a series of 35 pictures displayed sequentially on a computer monitor. Each picture
displays a spinning arrowhead with its point touching the surface of a geometric object, namely a cube,
as shown in Figure 1. The cube and arrow are presented at random orientations for the 35 picture test
trials.

Figure 1a-c. The test set-up for the PicSOr computerised assessment.
Procedure
Subjects performed the task seated at a computer consul. During training trials subjects were instructed
to “adjust the arrow (spinning on the top of the cube) so that the central shaft of the arrow was
perpendicular to the surface of the cube using the forward and backward arrows on their keyboard
4

(shown in Figure a.)”. During training trials subjects were given feedback on their performance. No
performance feedback was given during the test proper.
The subject’s task is to manoeuvre the arrowhead until its shaft is perpendicular to the object surface at
the point where they touch (Figure 1a-c). The motor element of the task is deliberately trivial. Hence
the task is a relatively pure test of the subject’s ability to recover the pictorial cues that specify how
structures are oriented in virtual pictorial space, and to compare the implied orientations. The cube and
arrow presents the perceptual problem in its simplest form. The most important measures of
performance are firstly the correlation (R) between the theoretically correct arrowhead orientation and
the settings chosen by the subject and secondly the slope β of the fitted line.
Prior to testing subjects and controls were allowed practice trials including coaching on performing the
PicSOr task with no time limits place on completion. Subjects were also given feedback on their angle
estimation in comparison to the actual angle of arrow orientation as shown in Figure 1b and 1c.
During testing subjects were instructed to proceed through the 35 test trials as quickly and accurately
as possible, however, the subjects were not given feedback on their performance. When the subject had
completed their arrow adjustment for each picture trial, they pressed the ‘return’ key and the test
automatically advanced. On completion of the 35 test trials, the subjects’ responses were imported into
an Excel spread-sheet and Pearson’s Product Moment Correlation Coefficient was used to calculate
scores by correlating the settings chosen by the subject with the theoretically correct arrowhead
orientation. The PicSOr score ranges from 0.0 to 1.0.
Results
Complete data was available on 396 of 400 subjects (99 %). The mean time taken to perform the 35
PicSOr test trials was 438 seconds (SD = 152; range 143 -716).

Figure 2 shows the frequency

distribution of PicSOr scores plotted against a normal distribution curve. The median score was 0.9
and the mode was higher at 0.94. PicSOr percentile scores were 0.83 (25th percentile), 0.9 (50th
percentile) and 0.95 (75th percentile). The lowest score was 0.09 and the highest was 0.99. The mean
PicSOr score was 0.855 (SD 0.15). The test results showed that scores were negatively skewed with the
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majority of subjects tending to score high on the PicSOr assessment. There was however, a long tail of
subjects who performed less well.

Figure 2. A frequency distribution of the PicSOr performance scores.
Fifty subjects were re-tested on PicSOr one year after the first test, results of which are shown in Figure
3. Overall, PicSOr scores showed a small mean improvement on the re-test (0.0243), which was found
to be statistically significant when compared with Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) for Repeated
Measures (F (1, 49) = 5.21, p = 0.027; test CI = 0.838 – 0.960 and re-test CI = 0.871 – 0.925). The test
re-test PicSOr scores for males and females are shown in Figure 3. The means scores for the male
subjects were unchanged (mean difference = 0.0003) at re-testing (F (1, 29) = 0.001, p = 0.979; test CI
= 0.869 – 0.938 and re-test CI = 0.874 – 0.933). In contrast the female subjects showed a small overall
improvement in their scores on re-testing (mean difference = 0.057) which was statistically significant
(F (1, 20) = 8.46, p = 0.009; test CI = 0.763 – 0.905 and re-test CI = 0.838 – 0.943). The concordance
between subjects scores at test and re-test were assessed with Pearson’s Product Moment Correlation
Coefficient. These scores at test and re-test were highly correlated for the group as a whole (r = 0.807,
p < 0.000), for the male subjects (r = 0.831, p < 0.000) and for the female subjects (r = 0.822, p < 0.000).
Internal reliability of PicSOr scores showed that coefficient alpha was high (α = 0.893).
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Figure 3. Test re-test reliability score comparisons.
Figure 4a shows the median and inter-quartile range of the PicSOr scores for surgeons (n = 335) and
control subjects (n = 61). The mean PicSOr scores of the control subjects were considerably lower than
the surgeons’ scores (surgeons = 0.874 (SD = 0.12) V controls = 0.747 (SD = 0.23)) and showed greater
performance variability.

When compared with AONVA the mean difference was found to be

statistically significant (F (1, 394) = 39.64, p < 0.000; Surgeons CI = 0.861 – 0.888 and Controls CI =
0.688 – 0.805).

Figure 4. a - d. The median, inter-quartile range and outlier score comparisons group, gender,
nationality and PicSOr test performance.
7

Significant differences between male and female scores were observed in the test re-test sub-analysis
(Figure 3). Male (n = 249) and female (n = 147) PicSOr median and inter-quartile range scores for all
of the subjects tested are shown in Figure 4b. On average, females’ performance scores were lower
than males (male mean = 0.887 (SD = 0.12), female mean = 0.8 (SD = 0.19) and showed greater score
variability. These differences were compared with one-factor ANOVA, the difference was statistically
significantly (F (1, 394) = 31.85, p < 0.000; males CI = 0.872 – 0.901 and females CI = 0.77 – 0.831).
100 of the surgeons assessed were in surgical training programs in the USA. Figure 4c shows there
was no difference in performance patterns between the Irish (mean score = 0.861 (SD = 0.15), and
American (mean score = 0.84 (SD = 0.15)) surgeons.
The frequency distribution of all subjects’ scores in Figure 2 indicates the threshold score for subjects
who were performing more than 1.96 standard deviations (SDs) from the mean and were thus
performing significantly differently from the sample mean. There were 22 subjects with low scores and
their median and inter-quartile scores are plotted in Figure 4d along with the 374 medium to high score
subjects who scored better than the 1.96 SD cut-off. The mean score for the low score subjects was
0.346 (SD = 0.123), considerably lower than the mean for the medium to high score subjects, which
was 0.885 (SD = 0.087). When compared with one-factor ANOVA this difference was found to be
statistically significant (F (1, 394) = 754.42, p < 0.000; Low scores CI = 0.292 – 0.401 and for Medium
to High scores CI = 0.876 – 0.894).
The PicSOr boundary score that falls ≥ 1.96 standard deviations from the mean of the 400 subjects
assessed in this study was 0.556.
Discussion
PicSOr is reliably and statistically significantly associated with performance on a variety of endoscopic
tasks by both novice and experienced surgeons and physicians. [8,10-14] In this study the performance
distribution of the 396 subjects assessed was negatively skewed with 94.5% of subjects’ scores falling
between 0.99 and 0.56. Only 22 subjects scored lower than this. PicSOr performance also demonstrated
high test re-test reliability, and internal validity. In general, females scored lower on perceptual and
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visual spatial tasks than males. [15,16] In this study we also found that females scored lower than males
(e.g., 0.087 lower) on their first testing but improved their scores by the time they were re-tested.
Although statistically significant this difference may have only a modest impact on real-world
functioning.
No significant differences were observed between the PicSOr scores of USA surgeons and Irish
surgeons but large and statistically significant scores were observed between surgeons and control
subjects; (0.87 V 0.75). This is probably due to a training effect where surgeons in training have learned
to attend to, select and then draw inferences from subtle but important depth cues, which are the basis
of pictorial perception. Training has the effect of increasing performance test scores but weakening
correlations with performance on other tasks because it reduces individual score variability.[17] This
robust observation helps to explain the inconsistent correlations observed between aptitude assessment
and objectively assessed performance with very experienced trainees or practicing doctors. Westman
et al, observed
colonoscopy case.

that the correlations with aptitude tests scores were strongest for the difficult
[13]

Another potential explanation of a failure to find a robust correlation between

aptitude scores and image guided task performance is the use of inappropriate study tasks by
researchers, that is the task was too easy or difficult, thus depressing score variability because of the
ceiling or floor effect.
Several studies using PicSOr in conjunction with an image guided task in a variety of surgical and
medical contexts, demonstrated reliable correlation with task performance. [8,10-14] Image guided medical
tasks impose greater cognitive processing demand on the brain when performing the procedure.[18]
Although the human brain represents only 2% of the body weight, it uses substantive energy resources
with active regions of the cortex consuming more energy than inactive regions. [19]20,21] Individuals who
are better at a task or score higher on aptitudes relevant to the task performance have lower rates of
brain metabolism, i.e. cognitive capacity is utilized more efficiently. [22,23]
Cortical regions function collaboratively to perform tasks, and differences between individuals have
been found to be reliably associated with scores on aptitude tests. [24] The implication of this finding is
that individuals who score low on an aptitude test can be trained to perform a given task, e.g. an image
9

guided interventional medical or surgical procedure. However, performance of the task will make
greater metabolic cerebral demands in comparison to an individual who scores considerably higher on
the test. This means that there will be less spare resource capacity to respond to unanticipated events
such as intra-operative complications, which could have profound implications for intra-operative
performance [25,26] and recovery from error. [27]
The question about what aptitude score may be too low is important but difficult to answer precisely
although it is a question that medicine has asked and is asking.

[28]

While a score of 0.56, which is ≥

1.96 standard deviations from the mean almost certainly is important. What is less clear is whether a
PicSOr score of 0.71 one standard deviation below the mean is critical. As doctors become more
familiar with the performance of an image guided procedure, they become better at developing coping
strategies for dealing with their aptitude deficit under normal operating conditions. Furthermore, the
requirement to deal with unanticipated events is uncommon and during training there is the safety net
of a more senior supervising colleague present. More worrying is the finding by Bell et al, [29] that the
exposure residents get to procedures during training is nothing like as broad or in-depth as previously
thought. They reported that of the 121 procedures program directors believed residents should be at
least competent in at graduation, only 18 were performed > 10 times, 83 of the 121 were performed <
5 times and for 63 of the procedures the mode frequency of resident experience was ‘0’. Of note 33%
of experienced and practicing laparoscopic surgeons failed a test of their laparoscopic skills (
Fundamentals of Laparoscopic Surgery Assessment,) which trainees are required to past in order to
become board certified in the USA.[30] An important question, which has not been addressed by
previous research, is how perceptual ability might be related to the rate of skills extinction.

One

potential solution to these problems would be to identify and select candidates with at least average
aptitude capacity for their chosen medical discipline.
PicSOr is the only reported instrument for the assessment of an individual’s ability to interpret 3-D from
2-D visual cues. [8] It has been derived from research on the psychophysics of perceptual performance,
[9]

which has a heritage spanning more than a century. [31] As a computer generated and scored test it is

objective, transparent and fair in performance assessment. It is easy to use and runs on a standard PC
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without requiring specialist statistical software packages, results can be calculated using Excel. It is
also available at no charge to non-commercial users (at http://go.qub.ac.uk/PICSOR).
Conclusions
PicSOr has population distribution scores that are negatively skewed with 94.5% of subjects’ scores
falling between 0.99 and 0.56. It quantitatively characterises an aptitude that appears to be strongly
correlated to the learning and performance of image guided medical tasks. Most people can do the
PicSOr task almost perfectly, but a substantial minority perform atypically. It is worth knowing that
such ability exists and is probably relevant to learning and performing endoscopic tasks.
Funding: This research did not receive any specific grant from funding agencies in the public,
commercial, or not-for-profit sectors
Ethical approval. This study was approved by the higher surgical training committee of the Royal
College of Surgeons in Ireland
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